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QUESTION 1

What should be done after importing a JAR design element to be able to reference the Java classes in Server Side
JavaScript? 

A. Nothing. The JAR is ready to be used. 

B. Use a on the XPage source code. 

C. Edit the xsp.properties to include a reference to the new JAR. 

D. Edit the faces-config.xml to include a reference to the new JAR. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which Navigator node allows a developer to choose the page to be linked to from a drop-down list of all the XPages
within an application? 

A. pageNode 

B. pageTreeNode 

C. basicLeafNode 

D. basicLinkNode 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Claire wants to add a field to her XPage to allow users to spell-check the entered text. How should she do this in the
simplest manner? 

A. Use a 3rd Party editor. 

B. Use the inputRichText item. 

C. She cannot spell-check a field. 

D. Add a Spell Check control to the XPage. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Adrian wants to use a Value Picker control in order to select a location for his Travel Approval application. The list of
locations will come from the Locations view. How can Adrian accomplish his goal? 
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A. Create a SimpleValuePicker dataProvider and use the @DBColumn to return list of locations. 

B. Create a FormulaValuePicker dataProvider and use the @DBColumn to return list of locations. 

C. Create a ViewPicker dataProvider and configure it to use the Locations view to return a list of locations. 

D. Create a dominoViewValuePicker dataProvider and configure it to use the Location view to return a list of locations. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which is true about enabling "Set Partial Execution Mode" and then clicking on the "Select Element" button to specify an
id? 

A. It allows a developer to execute code only for the specified id and it\\'s children. 

B. It allows a developer to refresh only a portion of the XPage specified by the id. 

C. It allows a developer to execute code only for the specified id and it\\'s children. "Partial Update" cannot be enabled
for this to work. 

D. It allows a developer to execute code only for the specified id and it\\'s children. "Partial Update" must also be
enabled for this to work. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Andrew, an IBM Domino developer, is using the Pager Save State control to keep the state of the view while the user is
handling documents and going back to the view. How could Andrew define that the number of rows stored for the user
should be just for the current view? 

A. Set globalRows="true". 

B. Set globalRows="false". 

C. Use server-side JavaScript to store the view in a Session Scope variable. 

D. Use server-side JavaScript to create an array, insert the view in it and then store the array in a Session Scope
variable. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Hannah would like to exclude an application\\'s image files from synchronizing with the Version Control Management
system. How can she configure this? 

A. Hannah needs to list the filenames in the .svnignore file. 
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B. Select the files, right-click and select Do not synchronize. 

C. Choose Preferences > Team > Ignore Resources > Add pattern. 

D. Choose Preferences > Domino Designer > Source Control > Exclusion List. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

David has added a Name Picker control to his XPages bound to an Edit Box control. He needs to allow the users to
select multiple names. Assuming type-ahead is not enabled, how would he do that? 

A. Go to the Name Picker control. Add a multi-value separator to the Client separators box (multipleSeparator
property). 

B. Go to the Name Picker control. Add a multi-value separator to the Suggestions separators box (valueListSeparator
property). 

C. Go to the Edit Box control that will store the values. In the All Properties table, enter a multi- value separator to the
multipleSeparatorproperty. 

D. Go to the Edit Box control that will store the values. In the All Properties table, enter a multi- value separator to the
valueListSeparatorproperty. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Which property is used to identify the data source of a Value Picker control? 

A. dataSource 

B. dataProvider 

C. sourceControl 

D. rendererSource 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Some additional server-side JavaScript @Functions have been provided via the Extension Library for presenting
messages to users. Which three @Formulas can be used? (Choose three.) 

A. @IsError 

B. @Prompt 

C. @InfoMessage 
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D. @ErrorMessage 

E. @FailureMessage 

F. @WarningMessage 

Correct Answer: CDF 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following IBM LotusScript methods can be used to create a new meeting invitation? 

A. NotesCalendar.CreateInvite( icalentry$ , [ flags% ] ) 

B. NotesCalendar.CreateEntry( icalentry$ , [ flags% ] ) 

C. NotesCalendar.CreateMeeting( icalentry$ , [ flags% ] ) 

D. NotesCalendar.CreateDocument( icalentry$ , [ flags% ] ) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Richard wants to allow his users to select names from either of two views using the Name Picker control. How can he
do this? 

A. Richard can use a single Name Picker with two dominoViewNamePicker dataProviders. 

B. Richard will need to add two Name Pickers, each using a dominoViewNamePicker dataProvider. 

C. Richard will need to use a beanNamePicker dataProvider to merge the contents of the two views for a single Name
Picker. 

D. Richard can use a single Name Picker with a namePickerAggregator dataProvider. He can add two
dominoViewNamePicker dataProviders tothe namePickerAggregator. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

How would a developer allow the Dojo Name Text Box control to show multiple values? 

A. Select the "Multi Values" checkbox on the Data tab. 

B. Set the property multipleSeparator to
. 

C. Set the property allowMultiValues to "true". 

D. Enter a comma symbol into the property multipleSeparator. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

Andrew is using the Form Table control from the Extension Library. He does not want an asterisk (*) to appear before
required fields. What should Andrew do? 

A. Andrew does not need to do anything; the (*) will not appear in a Form Table. 

B. Andrew should set the disableRequiredMarks parameter to "true" on the Form Table control. 

C. Andrew should set the disableRequiredMarks parameter to "true" on the Form Layout Row control for the required
fields. 

D. Andrew should set the disableRequiredMarks parameter to "true" on the Form Layout Column control for the required
fields. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

The Extension Library provides a Dialog control. What languages can be used to launch the Dialog? 

A. Client-Side JavaScript and Simple Action 

B. Server-Side JavaScript and Simple Action 

C. Client-Side JavaScript and Server-Side JavaScript 

D. Client-Side JavaScript, Server-Side JavaScript, and Simple Action 

Correct Answer: C 
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